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7.30pm. All Welcome. 

 

 

Yellow 

Bandanas 

Have you seen the dogs at 

club wearing the yellow   

bandanas?   

This means these dogs need 

more space than other dogs. 

This can be for various    

reasons like they are  un-

comfortable greeting other 

dogs.   

PLEASE DO NOT let your 

dog rush up to these dogs.  

Please talk to the owners, 

keeping your dog under  

control i.e.: sitting at your 

side & making sure that your 

dog is not staring at the dog     

wearing the Yellow Bandana. 

 

 

 

 

 

Message from the Editor 

Welcome to the September edition of the       

EGDOC Newsletter. 

Spring is well and truly in the air, with 

great bursts of sunshine, howling wind 

and of course the odd shower. It amazes 

me just how much the weather can 

change in one day.  

For some of us too, Spring marks the   

beginning of hayfever season with runny 

noses and the odd sneeze! Unfortunately 

for me tissues are now beginning to be a 

standard accessory where ever I go. 

The Club is and has been busy as usual, 

with this month continuing the next stage 

of the shed extension and gearing up for 

what looks to be a big October trial. Help 

is still wanted, so please speak to your 

trainer to offer your assistance. Details 

are listed on page 5 of the newsletter.  

For those who attended Kerry Piper’s 

presentation on dog body language last 

month, I hope it’s been fun now knowing 

what your dog is trying to tell you :)  

Enjoy the stories. 

 

REMINDERS for 2012  

House keeping 

Please remember to wear your name tag, if 

there is not one on the board please speak 

with the membership officer. Name tag 

board is by alphabetical order, Surname first. 

Please sign the book provided every Sunday 

for insurance purposes. It is located on the 

table near the name tag board. 

Please make sure you pick up after your 

dog! There is a bin provided for all your gar-

bage & dog poo. Please make sure that poo 

is in a plastic bag before it goes into the bin. 

Tea and Coffee is free for members; all that 

is asked is that you clean up after yourself. 

So please feel free to stay after classes and 

“have a cuppa”.  

Soft drinks in the fridge are $1 ea.       

Chocolates are $0.50 each. Help yourself. 

There is a money tin in the fridge. This runs 

on an honour system.  

In this issue 
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EGDOC Committee Positions 

President: Peter McMaster 

Vice President: Pat Brewer 

Secretary: Julie Hollonds 

Treasurer: Kathy Vernon 

Committee Members: Sue Bryant, Natalie Evans, 

Vicki Green, Leah Hepworth, Nicole Jenkins, Nicole 

Newman, Lynne Rapson, Frank Vanatta, Janice    

Vanatta, Tee Watt 

 

Club Room Supplies: Denise Hennessey 

Equipment Sales: Natalie Evans & Nicole Newman 

Instructors: Pat Brewer, Sue Bryant, Laura Duck, 

Sherran Howlett, Peter McMaster, Lynne Rapson, 

Melissa Tatterson, Anne Thomas, Frank Vanatta, 

Janice Vanatta, Kathy Vernon, Beryl Walden, Mavis 

Weymouth  

Instructors in Training:Leah Hepworth, Julie Hol-

londs, Sarah Vranek 

Librarian: Your instructor, but we are looking for a 

volunteer. 

 

Membership Officer: Pat Brewer 

Newsletter Editor: Nicole Jenkins 

Publicity Officer: Looking for a volunteer 

Puppy Preschool Instructors: Sue Bryant, Natalie 

Evans, Leah Hepworth, Janice Vanatta, Mavis Wey-

mouth 

Raffles/Fundraising: Beryl Walden 

 

Sub Committee Coordinators  

Agility:Pat Brewer 

Catering at trials: Looking for Volunteers 

Obedience: Janice Vanatta 

Webmaster: Phil Miller 

 

 

 

Did you know? 

The East Gippsland 

Dog Obedience     

Committee (EGDOC)

meets at the Club 

rooms, velodrome, 

once a month on every 

second Thursday. 

 

Next Meeting will be 

held on Thursday 13 

September 2012 at 

7.30pm. 

 

New members are   

always welcome and 

encouraged to         

participate to have a 

say in the running of 

the Club. 

 

We are still looking for 

volunteers to act as the 

Librarian, Publicity  

Officer and also to   

assist with Catering at 

Trials. If interested, 

please speak to any 

member of the Club 

Committee. 

Life Members 

1984  Val Karpys 

1987  Mike White 

1987  Karen White 

1989  Janice Vanatta 

1989  Mavis Weymouth 

 

1990  Rob Williams 

1990  Carol Williams 

1994  Rex White 

1994  Jo Morgan 

1998 Joan Kingshott (dec.) 

 

2000  Fiona Gilbert 

2000  Alicia Larsen 

2001  Willy Lucas 

2008  Pat Brewer 

2011 Peter McMaster 

 

2011  Kathy Vernon 

2011  Lynne Rapson 

2011  Beryl Walden 

2012  Natalie Evans 

2012  Sue Bryant 

2012  Frank Vanatta  
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Speak to Janice Vanatta when you are next at the Club to receive your $20 discount 

vouchers to use at ‘Fish and Feather’ in Sale (nearest stockist).  

We also have sample bags for you to take home for your beloved pet to try. Make sure 

you get yourself a bag when you are next at Club. 
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EGDOC Events 

 

Sun 5 August 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DID YOU 
KNOW? 

On an average, at 
least 70% people all 
over the world always 
sign their dog's name 
on a greeting card 
along with the rest of 
the family names. 

KERRY PIPER.. “HOW WELL DO YOU SPEAK DOG?”  

On Sunday 5 August the club had a visit from Kerrie Piper a member of our sister club in Morwell 
who is a vet and animal behaviourist from Trafalgar. There was a great turn out from our club 
members and their dogs (who I hoped also listened) ranging from beginners who had recently 
joined through to our advanced members. I think I am safe to say that everyone who attended 
found the talk very informative and definitely got something out of it.  

For me I found that Kerrie confirmed dog body language that I wasn’t 100% sure of so it was  
fantastic to have that confirmed and for me to know that I can understand my own dogs.   

Kerrie’s talk was titled “How well do you ‘speak dog’?” which talked about what different dogs 
body language means. Kerrie informed us with participation from her audience on what the     
following means:  

• Wagging tail  

• A dog showing you his teeth 

• A dog with his hackles up (the hair on the back of the shoulders is spiky) 

• A dog with his ears flat against his head 

• Why does a dog bark? 

• Why does a dog pant? 

And asked us what the following postures meant? 

 a) stiff legs, leaning forward, tail up 
 b) leaning forward, tail relaxed, walking forward 
 c) head down, back end crouched, tail low 
 d) bottom up in the air, front end crouched to the ground 

A big thank you to Kerrie for coming down to talk to us and a thank you for all of those club mem-
bers who stayed and participated. 

The morning tea afterwards was also very yummy so another thanks to those who chipped in. 

 
 

 

The lovely sunny day we managed to order for the day but the cold wind could’ve stayed away 

 

Look at all those well behaved dogs and owners. 
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Learn from 
your pet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOP 5 things you can learn from your dog..  

1. Forgive others quickly, grudges are a waste of time 

• When you forget to feed your dog he often forgets and forgives. 

• When you punish him a little harshly he still comes to you to get petted. 

• Your dog is the last one to blame you and hold a grudge. 

• Dogs know that a simple touch from someone you love can make a situation better. 

• Hug your family and friends. 

• Don't let minor problems become big ones. 

• Nourish your relationships with family members and forgive the fact that they nor you are 
perfect, Pet them too. 

 

Always get your beauty rest 

• Dogs know all about beauty sleep since they do it so often. 

• Dogs can sleep up to 20 hours a day. 

• We need to sleep at least 7-10 hours for most of us. 

• Your dog may sleep in short naps. 

• Short naps during the day can be refreshing 

 

You are never too old for a little fun in your life 

• A dog wants you to throw the Frisbees even when he is 16 years old (112 in human 
years). 

• Often human’s schedules leave little time for play so they can easily forget how much fun it 
was to throw the Frisbee. 

• When you play with your dog he bonds with you. 

• You bond with family when you play and have fun with them. 

 

The best toys for dogs are the free ones 

• Your dog spends more time playing with the empty toilet paper roll then he does the $5 
squeaky toy you bought last week because you thought he would love it. 

• Dogs can spend a lot of time chasing their tails so why do they need toys? (only kidding) 

• Now you know why your kids beat on the pots and pans and play with empty boxes rather 
than the $15 drum player you purchased at the mall. 

 

Jealousy is a time waster 

• Prepare your pet for the arrival of a baby. It helps our four legged friends prepare by 
gradually presenting sounds and smells that will accompany the precious new arrival. 

• There are books and Cds to help with this. 

• Also discuss this issue with your Vet and your OBGYN Doctor. 

• Humans can become jealous of new arrivals too maybe we need a cd for them! 

• Be sure to give your husband attention during this time. 

• Try an delegate play time with you dog to reinforce obedience training so he doesn’t waste 
time being jealous. Since dogs are so forgiving and understanding we should be the same. 

• Listen to the lesson your dog may be teaching you. Your everyday life can be improved by 
the right pet as well as the right state of mind. Love your family, keep them close grow your 
circle of friends and love your life. It's the only chance you will have as we go this way only 
once. If you can, share your life with a dog. 
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EGDOC Events 

 

UPCOMING 
TRIAL 

Sat 13 & Sun 14 
October 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trial Help 
Wanted 

 

 

It’s going to be a great trial!  

We already have entries coming in for our trial.  Melissa has received an entry from Western 
Australia!  People from Melbourne are booking their accommodation. This is great news as it is 
very early days as yet.  Looks like it might be shaping up to be a good one! 

Check out the EGDOC Website (http://www.egdoc.org.au/october_schedule2012.pdf) for full 

details of the trial.   

 

In Need - Assembly and Lead Stewards  

The October Agility and Jumping Trial will be held on the weekend of the  13th and 14th.  There 
will be a trial on Saturday afternoon, and trials all day on the Sunday. 

  

We are looking for people to be Assembly and Lead stewards on the weekend.  These are not 
difficult tasks.  You do not have to steward for all three trials but we would appreciate you giving 
some of your time to do at least one trial. 

  

Our club instructors are all volunteers and they give their time and expertise freely to the club 
members.  Now it is time for them to be able to compete their dogs without having to give up runs 
to steward!  Remember once you are trialing your dog there will be others who will steward so 
you can have a go. 

 

By stewarding you learn heaps about trialing.  You see how the successful handlers run courses 
and you see the errors people make.  This all helps you when your time comes to be out there 
with your dog.   

Please let your instructor, Leah or Janice know which day you are available to lend a hand.   
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Puppy Preschool  

No enrolments over the last month, so nothing to report :) 

 

Rally O  

Two sets of Rally-O stands purchased.  More signs have been made.  Rally-O day went very 

well.  We have been given permission by OTEC to add Rally-O to our trials.  Woo Hoo! 

 

Agility  

NEXT AGILITY IN TAKENEXT AGILITY IN TAKENEXT AGILITY IN TAKENEXT AGILITY IN TAKE    

SUNDAY, 7th OCTOBER 2012 AT 8:45AM. 

If you think Agility is something you might be interested in, we encourage you to come along and 
join us in October.  One small word of warning, there is homework involved. :)  

WHAT YOU NEED TO START:  

• A fit, trim and healthy dog that is not aggressive to other dogs. 

• Lots of very high value food treats 

• A variety of toys that your dog loves. 

• If your dog is not very toy motivated, then a toy that you can put food inside and 

throw. 

• A flat collar and standard leash 

• A crate, or safe peg to tie your dog to 

• A water bowl 

Don’t worry if your dog is not great at Staying or Coming when called.  These ground handling 
skills plus more, are all taught as part of the agility program.  

We will accept puppies 8 months or older, but they will not be able to start jumping until they are 
12 months old (depending on the breed). 

 

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU COME ALONG: 

We will do a temperament test to ensure your dog is going to get along ok with the other dogs.  
We have to take this precaution, because Agility is an off leash sport.   

(We will accept dogs with questionable temperaments provided the handler can demonstrate 
they have full control of their dog when working off leash, when their dog is in an aroused state 
and other dogs are running around.) 

Initially the lessons will focus on your dog finding joy for staying, coming when called, and chas-
ing you around on either your right or left hand side. 

We will evaluate what is the best reward system for your dog.  Each dog is different. 

You will be taught how to reinforce your dog for the behaviours you want. 

We will then add in building value for jumping obstacles and running through tunnels causing 
your dog to find joy in doing these activities. 

You will be taught the Greg Derret handling system and you will start to run small sequences of 
obstacles focusing on different handling manoeuvres.   

 

We look forward to you joining us on the First Sunday in October. 

 

Pat Brewer  

Club Agility Co-ordinator  

CLASS UPDATE 

Puppy Preschool 

Janice Vanatta 

 

Rally O 

Janice Vanatta 

 

Agility Corner 

Pat Brewer 

Agil ity Instructor 
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In Loving Memory of Tahni Howlett  

Following the passing of Tahni, the Club received a lovely letter from Sherran Howlett (below). 

We would like to thank Sherran for the letter and the Club has accepted her kind offer of a  

perpetual shield in Tahni’s memory. Thank you. 

 

 

PERPETUAL 
SHIELD 
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The WHAT’s YOUR CHOICE (WYC) Game  

This is a simple little game.  Once your dog understands the rules of What’s Your Choice, 

training your dog becomes easy.  Basically you ensure all the good choices your dog makes 

are positively reinforced.  Your dog is constantly making good and bad choices.  Your dog will 

learn to make more good choices and you will learn to notice. 

Firstly, what is achieved through this game and why should you play it. 

• WYC builds amazing impulse control.  It is the tool you use to fix almost every problem 

you encounter with dog training. 

• You will use WYC to fix resource guarding problems. 

• You will use WYC to fix the dog that won’t stay problems. 

• You will use WYC to fix the dog that won’t come because of distractions problems. 

• Through WYC your dog will respond instantly to your cues. 

• Through WYC your dog will choose to ignore distractions, even other dogs and wild life. 

• Through WYC your dog will learn to control their aggression. 

Your aim should be to continually build on your success, challenging the dog more and more, 

easily showing the dog there are consequences for making the incorrect choice, but the dog is 

the one controlling the consequence, which is what maintains their desire to try harder. 

Every training session should start with some form of WYC.  It should be part of your daily  

routine. 

With practice you will learn to notice the choices your dog makes and ensure that he is only 

reinforced for appropriate behaviours.  Reinforcement is the only thing that builds behaviour.  

If there is no reinforcement, the behaviour will extinguish.  We can use the tool of reinforce-

ment to build all the behaviours we want in our training and ensure there is no reinforcement, 

either from us, from others, or from the environment for behaviours we don’t want. 

With this game WE CONTROL THE REINFORCEMENT not the dog.  If the dog makes the 

correct choice, then the value of reinforcement increases until he earns reinforcement valued 

at 10.  This game clearly shows the dog the consequences of incorrect choices without any 

corrections from you.  

It is a game.  It does not matter if the dog wins or not in the beginning.  What matters is how 

you handle the incorrect choices.  

Have patience.  They don’t get it initially.  They will try a lot of things that you don’t like, such 

as pawing at your hand.  You must remain still and quite during this. Let the dog work out how 

to raise the reinforcement level.  The dog controls the game, you only control the reinforce-

ment.   

It is important for you to understand before you start, exactly what you will do when your dog 

makes incorrect or correct choices.  You will lower the value of the reinforcement for each in-

correct choice, this is done by covering or removing the treat.  Or you will raise the value of 

reinforcement for each correct choice, by un covering or giving a treat.. 

 

 

 

 

 

Agility Corner 

Pat Brewer 

Agil ity Instructor 
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The WHAT’s YOUR CHOICE Game continued..  

THE REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE 

Now that you know your reinforcement schedule, let’s start the game. 

Equipment:   

A leash & high 10+ value treats.  If you are not having any success with the game, then start 

with a lower value treat of 8 and build up to 10+ treats. 

BEFORE WE BEGIN, A FEW TROUBLE SHOOTING TIPS. 

I would like to address the dog that looks away from the food.  This is alright, but can lead to 

the dog thinking to earn reinforcement, they should look away.  Not good for start lines or 

stays.  Therefore, I would rather reinforce the dog for looking at the food but not moving to-

wards it initially and as you progress, for ignoring the food and looking at me.   

Another thing that might happen is your dog may bark at you in frustration.  Make sure you do 

not raise the reinforcement level when your dog is barking, or you will teach him to bark for 

reinforcement. 

Your dog should back away from the reinforcement, but you don’t want him to always be in the 

one body position such as a sit, to earn reinforcement.  Mix it up; make sure they are re-

warded in all the stationery positions.  Do not reward while they are moving away or you will 

be teaching the dog to back up, rather than just control their impulse. 

HOW TO PLAY 

Level 1. 

Pick somewhere comfortable to sit.  Only have one dog present at a time.  Put your dog on 

leash so he can’t just wander off when he gets frustrated.  Choose an environment with no 

distractions for your dog.  This is a great game to play during commercial breaks on TV. 

• Place some food in your left hand, close your hand and rest it on your knee.   

• Your dog will probably sniff your hand, paw at your hand, and lick your hand, maybe 

nibble at your hand.  It is very important to do nothing at all during all this.  Remain still.  

Remain quite.  Keep your hand firmly closed.  Eventually he will move away a bit.  

When he does, open your hand.  You just rewarded your dog, reinforcement value 5.   

• Now your dog’s immediate reaction will be to rush forward to the food, simply close your 

hand. You just lowered the reinforcement value to 0.  No reinforcement for incorrect 

choice of coming forward towards the food without permission. 

 

Agility Corner 

Pat Brewer 

Agil ity Instructor 
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The WHAT’s YOUR CHOICE Game continued...  

• Wait until your dog moves away again, Open your hand.  If dog moves forwards, close 

your hand. 

• Eventually, your dog will move away and sit or drop. Open your hand.  If they stay in the 

stationery position, reach into the food with your right hand.  You have just raised the 

value of reinforcement to 6 or 7, if dog moves towards you at all, even just leaning for-

wards, remove your fingers, lowering the value to 5 again, if they keep moving towards 

you, remove your right hand and close your left hand around the food, lowering the 

value to 0. 

• Try it all again.  Keep repeating the above until your dog does not move at all when you 

are touching the food with your right hand. 

• Now take some food in your right hand.  If your dog does not move, it is time to use 

your voice and say Good Boy.  This is the first time you have used your voice and it will 

probably cause your dog to move.  If they move, place the food back in your left hand, if 

they keep moving, close your left hand. 

• Keep repeating the above until your dog does not move at all when the hear ‘Good 

Boy’. 

• Now you can progress to moving your hand with the food towards the dog and provided 

they remain stationery you can give them the food.  Dog earns highest value reinforcer 

of 10+ for not moving at all. 

At this point you can play one more time, but then have a break.  It takes a lot of self control 

for your dog to play this game.  He is probably pretty tense and his brain has gone into over-

time.  It is time to play something.  Balance all that good work, with a bit of fun. A game of tug 

is ideal, but just running around a bit is a good substitute for those non-tuggers.  Then play the 

game again. 

This is the game in its simplest form.  Next month I will give you some ideas on how to make it 

more challenging.  Once your dog realises he is controlling the reinforcement by his/her ac-

tions, your dog will become a joy to train. 

Have fun.  If you hit problems or don’t understand the above explanation, come down to the 

agility area one Sunday after 10:15am and I will be happy to show you how it is played. 

 

RECIPE OF THE MONTH..  

Tuna or Salmon Fudge 

2 cans of tuna (do not drain) or 15 oz can of salmon undrained 

2 eggs 

1 1/2 cup flour 

1/4 cup Parmesan. Cheese 

1 Tbsp. garlic (reduce for less smelly treats) - "I haven't used the garlic) 

Mix all together and put in a greased 9 x 9 pan. Bbake at 350 for 20 minutes. Cut into small 

sizes for training.  

It makes a lot and freezes well 

 

Agility Corner 

Pat Brewer 

Agil ity Instructor 
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KIDS and 
DOGS  

 

Information from 
ROYAL CHILDRENS 
HOSPITAL         
MELBOURNE 

 

The Petcare 
Information &         
Advisory Service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teach children that if 
approached by an 
unfamiliar dog, then 
stand still like a 
statue, arms by their 
sides, hands in a fist 
& not to scream.  

 

Teach them to not 
make eye contact 
with the dog, by look-
ing down at their own 
feet. 

 

A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE DOG OWNER... 

• Chooses a dog that is suited to their family’s lifestyle & environment. 

• Teaches their dog good manners such as “come”, “stay”, “sit”, & “drop” & to walk safely on a 
loose lead. 

• Exercises their dog daily. 

• Socialises their dog safely throughout its life. 

• Keeps their dog healthy with nutritious food, clean water & keeps up to date with health sched-
ules recommended by their veterinarian such as vaccinations & de-worming. 

• Has their dog desexed if not intended for breeding. 

THE BENEFITS OF HAVING A DOG IN THE FAMILY… 

Benefits of pet ownership have been identified in areas of child development, family harmony & 
even health. Pets are important in children’s lives both for the enjoyment that they bring now as 
well as the role rehearsal for future adult activities. 

Pet ownership can help children to: 

• Learn to care & nurture others 

• Develop a sense of responsibility 

• Establish a daily exercise routine 

• Develop friendships. 

SOME DOG OWNING RESPONSIBILITIES... 

• Register your dog with the local council & familiarise yourself with the local laws. 

• Keep your dog in your yard. 

• Leash your dog in public places unless allowed off leash. Your dog must always be under your 
control. 

• Take responsibility for any faeces or damage from your dog. 

• If you become concerned about your dog’s behaviour seek professional advice immediately. 

TEACH CHILDREN THAT A DOG SHOULD BE LEFT ALONE IF IT… 

• Lifts its lips 

• Growls 

• Backs away 

• Raises the hair on its back 

• Stares at you. 

HELP TO REDUCE DOG BITES IN CHILDREN BY... 

• SUPERVISION. Children always need constant, close supervision when near dogs, especially 
during play. When you cannot supervise dogs & kids then separate them. 

• Teach children to leave a dog alone when sleeping, eating or gnawing a bone. 

• Teach children & your dog to be gentle with each other. 

• Seek professional advice about socialising dogs & kids. 

IF WANTING TO PAT A DOG... 

• Teach your child to always ask permission from their carer & the dog owner if they want to pat 
a dog, even if they know the dog. 

• Never proceed if either the dog or children are not calm & content to be involved. 

• Show your child first how to pat a dog & always closely supervise. 

• If approaching a dog; approach on an angle, move slowly & calmly, curl your fingers into a fist 
& allow the dog to sniff the back of your hand, then stroke the dog gently on the chest or under 
the chin. Always be gentle. 

• Wash your hands after patting. 
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PAWS FOR 
THOUGHT.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTICE..NOTICE..NOTICE  

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST IN THE NEW TRAINING SCHOOL FOR HUMANS. 

Gain important skills and knowledge from Our experienced instructors Your dogs. 

 

When loved ones come home, always run to greet them. Never pass up the opportunity to go for 

a joyride.  

Allow the experience of fresh air and the wind in your face to be Pure ecstasy. When it's in your 

best interest, practice obedience. 

 

Take naps. Stretch before rising. Run, romp and play daily. If what you want lies buried, dig until 

you find it. Thrive on attention and let people touch you. Avoid biting when a simple growl will do. 

 

On warm days, stop to lie on your back on the grass. On hot days, drink lots of water and lie  

under a shady tree. Let others know when they've invaded your territory. When you're happy, 

dance around and wag your entire body. 

 

No matter how often you're scolded, don't buy into the guilt thing and pout.!  Run right back and 

make friends. Delight in the simple joy of a long walk. Eat with gusto and enthusiasm. Stop when 

you have had enough. 

 

Be loyal.  Never pretend to be something you're not. When someone is having a bad day, be 

silent, sit close by and  nuzzle Them gently. 

 

FRANKIE’S TRAVELS  

A Jack Russell terrier which escaped from its family's home in England's south east travelled 

over 3km to the local train station before boarding an express service to London. 

The adventurous dog, named Frankie, was captured on CCTV boarding the 6.56am train to Lon-

don from Kent last week, and then taking a window seat as surprised commuters looked on, The 

Sun reports. 

The dog made it all the way to Kings Cross station in London where it was ushered off by the 

train manager. 

Once at the station Frankie was handed to railway officials, who gave him a bowl of water and 

contacted his owners using a phone number on his collar. 

His owner Jane, 47, said she had been looking for Frankie all morning and was shocked to hear 

he was so far from home. 

"I normally get greeted by Frankie when I get up, but not this morning. I looked all over the house 

and in the garden but there was no sign of him whatsoever," she said. 

Jane and her daughter immediately rushed to their local station and paid £59 ($90) for two high-

speed rush hour tickets. 

"I was distraught that he went for free when we had to cough up cash," she said. 

Frankie was not punished for travelling without a valid ticket. 

Source: The Sun, Author: Martin Zavan, Approving editor: Henri Paget 
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PAWS FOR 
THOUGHT..  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

" Canine Paul Newman was nabbed trying to escape a local vet." 

 

 

IF I DIDN’T HAVE A DOG OR CAT  

I could walk barefoot around the yard in safety. 

My house could be carpeted instead of tiled and laminated.  

All flat surfaces, clothing, furniture, and cars would be hair-free.  

When the doorbell rings, my home wouldn't sound like a kennel.  

 

When the doorbell rings, I could get to the door without wading through all the fuzzy bodies who 
beat me there.  

I could sit on the couch and my bed any way I wanted, without having to take into consideration 
how much space several fur bodies need to get comfortable.  

I would have enough money, and no guilt, to go on a real vacation. 

 

I would not be on a first-name basis with 6 veterinarians, as I put their yet unborn grandkids 
through college.  

The most used words in my vocabulary would not be: "out," "sit," "down", "come," "no," "stay," 
and "leave it ALONE.  

My house would not be cordoned off into zones with baby gates and makeshift barriers. 

I would not talk "baby talk". "Eat your din din". "Yummy yummy for the tummy"..  

 

My house would not look like a day care center, with toys everywhere.  

My pockets would not contain things like poop bags, treats and an extra leash.  

I would no longer have to spell the words B-A-L-L, W-A-L-K, T-R-E-A-T, O-U-T, G-O, R-I-D-E, S-
U-P-P-E-R, And C-O-O-K-I-E. 

 I would not have as many leaves INSIDE my house as outside.  

 

I would not look strangely at people who think having ONE dog/cat ties them down too much.  

I'd look forward to spring and the rainy season instead of dreading them as "mud" season. 

 I would not have to answer the question: "Why do you have so many animals?" from people 
who will never know the joy of being loved unconditionally by the closest thing to an angel they 
will ever encounter.  

 

How EMPTY my life would be!!! 
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The club provides a range of Black Dog products to assist with training. When purchasing through 
the club you receive the items at a better price than purchasing direct, as well as the club  receiving  
some funds. 
 
Black Dog Wear design and make equipment for Positive Reward Training and go to great lengths to 
ensure that everything is heavily tested, under all sorts of conditions, by dogs and trainers, before 
anything goes on sale. 
 
Quality  Guarantee is simple - they'll replace a Black Dog product if any of the workmanship or    
components fail within the first 6 months of normal use. Black Dog Wear don’t consider an item 
which has been chewed as a guarantee issue, chewing is a training issue and not something Black 
Dog has any control over. 

Looking for that addition to help boost the effectiveness of your training? 
Look no further than Blackdog wear!  

TREAT POUCH - For holding food treats while training. The Spring Mouth 

Opening makes it easy to get your dog's favourite rewards quickly and 

easily, yet the pouch springs closed with the touch of a finger - to keep 

treats secure while you are moving around. 

 

Wide range of collars 

Standard Collar- for every day use 

Training – offer effective  training without the harshness  and pain of  a 

chocker chain 

Limited Slip Collar - designed to tighten if a dog pulls on the lead making 

it difficult for a dog to slip its collar 

Agility collars - 

Bred specific collars Italian greyhound , whippet, sight hound  

 

SMART LEAD - A quality lead for everyday use, with the added advantage 

of being length adjustable and enabling you to securely tether your dog 

to a tree or pole without unclipping the lead from your dog, or tying 

PLAIN LEAD - is for those trainers wanting a high quality basic lead of a 

slightly longer length. Lengths available 1m & 1.8m 

RALLY LEAD - Designed for Rally Competition, but equally useful as a 

longer walking lead, 2m 

BRACE LEAD - The lead is made from one piece of webbing, knotted 

around a metal swivel connector at the top - this enables the knot to be 

loosened and the arms to be adjusted, one shorter, the other longer. It's 

very handy if you walk 2 dogs of different sizes. 

Double Ended Lead - An extremely versatile lead design, it is length ad-

justable, can also be used as a temporary tether or to connect from a 

harness to collar etc.  

Just a few products with much more available.  Please see Natalie or 

Nicole at ‘THE DOG SHOP.’ 

 

A Word From  

Our Sponsors 

 

 

BLACKDOG 
WEAR 
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A Word From  
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ARK VET   

COMPANION 
ANIMAL    

VETERINARY 
CENTRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SALE DOG 
WASH 

 

Sale Car & Boat Wash 

Incorporating #1 Dog Wash - The Number 1 Dog wash 

(Sale Car & Boat Wash) is one of the proud sponsors of the EGDOC 

so why not show them we appreciated their sponsorship!  

321-325 York Street, Sale 

$10 for 10 minutes 
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NEW VETERINARY SERVICE IN SALE 

Mannix and Taylor Veterinary Services 0429 795 353 

Dr Jeremy Mannix and Dr Rachel Taylor are        
Veterinarians based in Sale. Their new mobile     
veterinary service has been up and running for    
several months now.  

This fantastic new service gives you extra options- pets can now be seen in the comfort of their 
own home environment.  Our clients are finding it great if; they have multiple animals, animals 
that don't like the clinic or coming across other dogs, people who are less mobile due to age, or 
young children, large or ill pets that are difficult to transport, helping pets have a peaceful, non 
stressful end through home euthanasia. 

Dr Jeremy and Dr Rachel are well known local veterinarians in Sale, with over 26 years of   
combined experience.  They are fully qualified veterinarians with areas of special interest, where 
they have done extended study, in dermatology, cancer treatment and ultrasound diagnostics. 
Dr Jeremy lives in Sale and has 2 cats, a naughty labrador and 3 chooks.  He is often seen 
walking his dog James, around the Lake Guthridge area.  He grew up in Wangaratta in country 
Victoria and always had silkie terriers and chooks as a child.  Dr Jeremy became a veterinarian 
after he did work experience at a vets when he was at university and realised his calling. 

Dr Rachel grew up near Bendigo on a beef cattle property and always had pet chickens, cats, 
dogs and her own calves to raise.  She worked on a farm during her school holidays, which 
made her realise she wanted to work with animals.  Rachel has 2 children and enjoys surgery. 
Mannix and Taylor Veterinary Services has a permanent home base in Sale.  The base has a 
well equipped surgery that includes anaesthetics, monitoring equipment, intravenous fluid    
therapy, hospitalisation facilities, dentistry and a sterile surgical facility.  The Vet-Van which is on 
the road doing house calls caters for vaccinations, sick pet checks, routine worming and flea 
treatments and also has a pharmacy on board.  All patient records are fully computerised. 

Pets don't just get sick during regular working hours, so an emergency service is available at 
other times.  Please phone the regular number and you will be diverted through to our        
emergency veterinary service. 

We offer great service and state-of-the-art treatment, but that doesn't mean we are more       
expensive.  Our prices are in line with other 'average-priced vets'.  We operate efficiently and 
give you options.  We are happy to provide an estimate prior to treatment. Please phone us and 
we look forward to giving your dog a big pat soon! 

Phone : 0429 795 353 

 

 

THANK YOU 

Thank to all our contributors to this months newsletter, your effort in pulling together the articles 
has been very much appreciated. 

Thank you also to our readers, we hope you have enjoyed the content. If you have any com-
ments, suggestions, articles you would like me to include in the next edition, please email Nicole 
Jenkins at:  jenkinini@gmail.com 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

The East Gippsland Dog Obedience Club (EGDOC) accepts no responsibility for any injuries or 
damage to persons or property on club grounds or other venues. The EGDOC accepts no     
responsibility for the accuracy of any advertisements or articles placed in this newsletter. 
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